The structure of ST2 water around a pair of spherical nonpolar (Lennard-Jones) particles. A}-A2' is studied as a function of pair separation. r, using a force-bias Monte Carlo technique with importance sampling. The change in the water structure (or equivalently the hydrophobic hydration) is correlated with the potential of mean force, W AA (r), determined in a previous study. It is found that the second minimum in W AA (r) corresponds to a water molecule lying between the two apolar particles. The water always maintains a "linear hydrogen bond" network and is more ordered in the neighborhood of the two spheres except possibly when they are separated by a distance corresponding to the position of the free energy barrier, that is the maximum in W AA (r).
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrophobic effects are thought to be responsible for the stability of particular conformations of large molecules in aqueous solutions, and for the existence of such interesting states of aggregation of amphiphilic molecules as micelles and bilipid membranes.'1 It is convenient to divide hydrophobic effects into two classes. Hydrophobic hydration refers to the structure of the water molecules in the immediate neighborhood of the apolar solute molecules; and to the thermodynamic properties of very dilute solutions. This is the subject of the present paper. Hydrophobic interaction on the other hand refers to the solvent induced interaction between two or more apolar solute molecules. This was the subject of a preceding paper. 2 Hydrophobic hydration is readily observed experimentally, but because apolar species are exceedingly insoluble in water, hydrophobic interactions are not amenable to direct experiment. Many investigators have therefore tried to infer details of the hydrophobic interaction from solubility data; that is, from hydrophobic hydration. 3, 4 This kind of analysis has recently been called into question. Nevertheless, it is the hydrophobiC interaction that lies at the root of important phenomena, and it is thus of extreme importance to better understand this phenomenon. This is an area where computer simulation can provide answers that are not otherwise available.
The low solubility of apolar species in aqueous solutions can be attributed to the fact that the water molecules neighboring the solute must rearrange themselves in order to maintain a complete hydrogen bond network. This rearrangement leads to a substantial decrease in the entropy of the water. It is this negative entropy change which gives rise to a decrease in the solubility with increasing temperature for temperatures between 15 and 25 °C. Considerations of this sort have led a)This work was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation (NSF CHE Frank and Evans T to propose an "iceberg" model for the hydration of nonpolar solutes in which the water surrounding the solute is more structured than is bulk water. These effects are dramatically illustrated by the standard entropy of solution for KCI in water and for Ar in water at 298 .~.
AS~Cl = -51. 9 cal/moledeg, 2AS;'r= -60.4 cal/moledeg.
While the entropy change for KCI does not appear sur-'prising when seen in the light of the structure promoting effect of ions on the water molecules, the magnitude of AS;'r is certainly unexpected. Unlike an ion, the interaction of Ar atoms with water is certainly weak. Although a small part of AS~r arises from restricting the Ar atoms to a cage of water molecules, much of the entropic change actually results from a restructuring of the solvent surrounding the Ar atom. Experimental data on such structure enhancement comes from a wide variety of sources: NMR relaxations, 5 dielectric relaxation,6 etc. The most widely held view of the structure of aqueous solutions is that the apolar species reside in a polyhedral cage of water molecules-rather in the spirit of the solid clathrate hydrates. Of course, it is understood that the cages are not as rigid as in the solid.
The hydrophobic interaction has been the subject of much discussion. 1-4 The usual view is based on simple ideas. Because nonpolar species are relatively insoluble in water, it is assumed that there are thermodynamic forces that will drive two such species together to a much greater extent than would be the case if these solutes were dissolved in a more accommodating solvent. If gAA (r) denotes the pair correlation function of two spherical nonpolar species (A particles) dissolved in water, then the potential of mean force
is a good measure of the solvent induced interactions between the two particles. W AA (r) is the reversible work required to bring the two particles from infinite separation (r= 00) to r. In a constant volume ensemble (N, V, T) , WAA(r) corresponds to MAA(r), the Helmholtz free energy change for the process.
In the preceding paper2 we computed W AA (r) for a model of two Lennard-Jones spheres of diameter UAA = 4. 12 A "dissolved" in 214 ST2 water molecules at 298 "K and a water density of 1 gm cm-3 , and found that W AA (r) exhibited oscillations. The magnitudes of the maxima and minima and their positions are consistent with the view that there are two relatively stable positionsfor the A-A pair. In one position the A spheres are nearly touching whereas in the other position they are separated by a water molecule. The maximum separating these two positions can be interpreted as a barrier to the transition from A-A to A-(H 2 0)-A. One possible interpretation of these results is that the conventional view of the hydrophobic interaction is qualitatively wrong. From our computed gAA (r) it can be shown that of these relatively stable states, the conformation A-(H 2 0)-A is relatively more probable. For a detailed discussion of these results and for a comparison with the recent theory of Pratt and Chandler, B the reader should see Ref. 2. In this paper we study the structure of the water molecules around the two A particles as a function of the distance between them. We show that the hydrophobic hydration depends on the distance between the A particles in an important way.
This study is made using the force-bias Monte Carlo technique 9 with importance sampling in the (N, V, T) ensemble for the same system studied in Ref. 2; that is, for two Lennard-Jones spheres (f.AA/k = 179 OK, UAA = 4.12 A dissolved in 214 ST2 water molecules at T = 298 "K and a mass density of 1 gm cm-s. Each sphere interacts with each water molecule with an L-J potential(f.AW/k= 77. 82 "K, u AW = 3. 43 A) and the simulation was carried out with periodic boundary conditions using a spherical cutoff with truncation distance of 8.46 A.
Several computer studies have recently appeared on the topiC of hydration of apolar species. Geiger et al. 10 studied a pair of neOn atoms dissolved in 214 ST2 water molecules by the molecular dynamics method. The neon atoms were initially placed in contact, and stayed there for some time before jumping apart and settling into separate cages with a molecule of water separating them. This study sheds some new light On the arrangement of water molecules vicinal to the apolar species. Owicki and Scheraga 1t carried out a Monte Carlo study of a single methane molecule dissolved in 100 water molecules. They used the isothermal-isobaric (T,P,N) we study hydrophobic hydration near two spheres whereas they study it near only one sphere. Our work is similar in spirit to that of Geiger et al. 10 However, because importance sampling was not used in their molecular dynamics simulation, many of the important structural features could not be studied in those important regions. Our work complements the work of Geiger et al. 10 and leads to several important conclusions.
We note in passing that there are still some fundamental problems in Simulating water due to boundary conditions, the potential model, etc. These are discussed at great length in several recent publications. 13-1. The results of all computer simulations should, like the results reported here, be viewed with a certain healthy skepticism.
II. METHOD
The system discussed here consists of N = 216 particles of which N w = 214 are ST2 9 water molecules and NA = 2 are the pair of apolar species. The interaction potential for the N particles is given by
where <Pjj is the ST2 pair interaction!6 and <PLJ (rj j ) is the interaction between a molecule of water and the apolar species. The total potential energy is subdivided into a part UN (R N ) and UH(r AA ), where RN is the (6N w +6) dimensional vector specifying the positions and orientations of the N w rigid water molecules and the two apolar species.
The Monte Carlo simulation generates a walk in configuration space such that the sequence of configurations is distributed according to the Boltzmann distribution. ties A in an ensemble for which the potential is U = UN (RN)j that is, one in which the constraining potential is removed, at the ith configuration.
The reason for introducing U H was to prevent the apolar species from drifting too far apart (see Ref. 2) . Of course, the ensemble averages (A) H could be reported, but we are not interested in pairs of apolar species held together by a harmonic potential.
The Monte Carlo walk was performed using the force-bias procedure (see Ref. 9) with parameters for the translational and orientational steps for water molecules set as follows: ~r= 0.6 A, ~8 = 0.898 rad and T = 298 "K and the density of water was 19 cm-3 • The solute particles were moved with smaller steps ~r = O. 06 A. The center of mass of the A-A pair was not held fixed in the box because this would impose an unnecessary constraint on the system. Four separate runs were performed to study small regions ~r AA -1. 0 A (or windows) centered around initial A-A separations of riA = 3. 88, 5.33, 6.08, 6.60 A. These cases are labeled A,B, C, and D respectively. For convenience these separations are indicated along with the potential of mean force in Fig. 1 . The starting configurations for these cases were taken from a molecular dynamics study described elsewhere. 17 Each run was further equilibrated for 500 passes, after which averages were taken over a walk of 5000 passes (1080000 configurations) for each window.
III. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
It is expected that the distribution of water molecules around the pair of apolar species A-A will depend on the relative separation of the pair, rAA' To see this we determined the radial distribution of oxygen atoms around each of the A particles. The resulting radial pair correlation function, gAO (r), tabulated in Table I see whether that theory, which we have shown to be in excellent agreement with our simulations 2 with regard to the potential of mean force, would also give the solvent structure accurately.
To better understand the solvent structure it is useful to divide the space around the two apolar species into an interior and an exterior region as shown in Fig. 2 . The exterior region is defined as the hemispheres around each apolar particle that pOints away from the other particle. This condition is met by where rJi = r J -r j • Equation (3.1a) defines the exterior region around particle a whereas Eq. (3.1b) defines the exterior region around particle b. The interior regions with respect to particles a and b, respectively, are defined by
This division of space allows us to determine the apolaroxygen radial pair correlation function exterior and interior to an apolar species. These functions are given in Fig. 3 . The line passing through the open circles gives the exterior pair correlation functions whereas a dashed line through crosses gives the interior correlation function. The sum of these two functions gives the total gAO(r) given in Table I . In addition the running coordination number nAO(r), defined by
with P w denoting the number density of water is also given in Fig. 3 . The dashed line gives the interior coordination number whereas the solid line gives the exterior coordination number.
Let us first consider the exterior radial distribution, rl~t(r). The first hydration shell is quite broad (Fig.   3 ) stretching from ~ 2. 90 A to ~ 5. 45 A. In contrast the first peak of goo(r) for ST2 water (see Fig. 4 Any statement about the structure of the hydration shells around an A particle is predicted on the accuracy of .rl~t(r): Since there are only two A particles, the function .rl~t(r) is computed using 2N w pair distances. This should be contrasted with the functions goo (r) where NwW w -1)/2 pair distances are used. Clearly goo(r) will be determined to greater accuracy than gAO (r). To gain some insight into the relative errors we computed goo(r) for neat water conSisting of 216 ST2 water moleCUles at T = 283 "K and p = 1 gm cm-3 • Two different methods were used to compute goo(r). In the first method two water molecules were selected and the radial distribution of the other water molecules with respect to these two were used to determine goo (r). The crosses (xl denote the function determined by a partial averaging over only two oxygen atoms at the origin, while the circles denote the function from a full averaging over all molecules. This comparison serves to illustrate the magnitude of the errors in Fig. 1 arising from the averaging over only two solute particles. It also demonstrates that partial averaging for this system gives an adequate representation of the exact function; in particular, no manifestation of quasiergodicity is observed.
This function is determined in an analogous manner to gAO (r). The same number of MC passes were used here as in the determination of gAO(r). In the second method goo (r) was determined for the same number of passes, but averaging over all N w water molecules. This is the standard method. The two resulting goo(r) functions are compared in Fig. 4 where it can be seen that the partial averaging yields a function remarkably close to the exact function.
Returning now to Fig. 3 , it is interesting that the shoulder observed by Geiger et al. 10 in gAO(r) at r"" 4. 0 A is not present in this study. However, a small valley in the second peak of g!~t(r), around ~ 6. 5 A, is found to varying degrees for cases A, B, and C. A similar structure was observed by Owicki and Scheraga in their MC study of a single apolar species in water.
One final point about g!~t(r). The region B is centered around the maximum in the potential of mean force for the two apolar species (see Ref. 2) . Since this is an unstable position we expect and find that gAO (r) for B shows a greater width than the corresponding function for A, C, -andD.
The correlations of the apolar species with the exterior hydrogens are shown in Fig. 5 , defined by the restriction rNa' r",,::S O. The presence of the second apolar species does not unduly affect these correlation functions. An interesting feature of the gAH (r) is the shoulder at ~ 4.2 A in cases A, G and D. Owicki and Scheraga 7 also observed a similar structure in their gAH (r). The first peak of gAH (r), like the first peak of gAo (r), is rather broad, while the second peak is narrower and not well defined.
The first peak in gAH(r) occurs at -3.30 A; taken with the factthatthe first peak in gAO(r) is located at 3. 6 A, this suggests that the oxygen-proton bonds in the immediate vicinity of the apolar species point parallel to the surface of the apolar species. This is exactly what one expects from a cagelike structure of the water molecules around the apolar entities. It is worth noting that while in the first shell of water molecules around the apolar species the protons are slightly closer to the apolar species than the oxygens (3.30 A vs 3.60 A), the converse is true for the second Shell (6.5 vs 6.0 A). This suggests that the second shell water molecules act as electron donors to the first shell water molecules.
The foregoing functions were computed for the "exterior" water molecules indicated in the shaded hemispherical regions of Fig. 2 . The behavior of the water molecules in this region is quite similar to the water mole- cules in the hydration shells of a single nonpolar species dissolved in water. We expect the water molecules in the intermediate region to behave differently. For reference, the radial distribution function of the water molecules located to the right of the leftmost A particle or to the left of the rightmost A particle in Fig. 2 was also computed. This contains information about the interior water molecules. These functions are compared to the corresponding functions for the exterior waters in Fig.  3 . The first peak in this function changes drastically when one goes from configurations A to B, C, D, indicating that a water molecule is penetrating into the region interior to both A particles in these latter configurations. The second peak is much broader for configu-. ration A than for the other configurations because the second A particle screens the first A particle from some of the water molecules.
To further study the interior water molecules it is useful to determine the radial distribution function of the oxygen atoms with respect to the center of mass of the two A particles. This function is denoted gC.M.-O (r) and it is presented in Fig. 6 for the different pair separations of the A-A particles. Figure 6 clearly shows that the penetration of water molecules into the region between the two A particles increases as the A-A pair separation is increased. One very interesting feature is that only when the A-A separation corresponds to the second minimum (separation D) in the potential of mean force (cf. Fig. 1) can an oxygen atom be found directly between the two A particles. In all other configurations gc.m._,o(r) is zero at the c. m. For separation Band C corresponding to the barrier in the potential of mean force, the gc.ro._o(r) shows strikingly different distributions with respect to the c. m. In the separation C there is a sharp peak which probably corresponds to water molecules distributed in the "pinched region" in the excluded volume of the two A particles. In separation B this pinched region is too small to give a repository for water molecules.
IV. ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS
It is generally accepted that the low solubility of nonpolar substances in water is due mainly to the negative entropy change accompanying such a process. The measured enthalpies of solution are in fact generally exothermic but very small compared to 1 T llS I. We attempt to understand these factors by analyzing the changes in binding energy of the water molecules that occur when dissolution of nonpolar groups takes place in water. All the ensemble averages discussed in this section are determined as indicated in Sec. II, unless otherwise noted.
The average solvation energy of the apolar species is defined as
In Eq. (4.1) the sum over j is restricted to those water molecules lying within a radius ro of each apolar species (i = 1, 2). In Table II we see_that as the separation between the two apolar species is increased, (e SolV ) inCreases in magnitude, finally converging to -13. 06t ("'" 1 kcal/mole). This is understandable since the number of apolar-water interactions grows with increasing separation of the apolar species, and finally converges to a constant number of interactions.
Let the binding energy of particle j be f.j, that is,
where V/j is the interaction energy19 between particles i and j. The system potential energy UN [cf. Eq. (2.2)] is then given by
In Table II we show the variation of e = (UN)/N with separation of apolar species. No real trend in (UN) is discernible; in fact, the four values agree within the limits of the statistical errors. This is clearly due to the fact that UN is dominated by the number (and strength) of water-water interactions far from the apolar species and thus does not change much with change in the separation of the apolar species. The hydrogen bond networks appear to adjust in such a way (with change of r~b) that no protons are left completely unbonded. To analyze the changes introduced in the hydrogen bonding upon introduction of the apolar species, it is natural to subdivide the total number of solvent molecules into those constituting the hydration shell (N~ and those far removed from the apolar species to be termed bulk molecules WB)' A molecule of water was considered to be part of the hydration shell if its oxygen atom was within a distance Rs=5.45 A from either of the apolar species. Because there is no universal agreement on the optimum value of R s , we picked the distance Rs corresponding to the first minimum in gAO (r). It is very close to the value selected by Owicki and Scheraga, 11 but Slightly larger than the value employed by Geiger et al. 10 In analogy to the analysis of the radial structure in terms of gAO (r), we defined the hydration shell as a hemisphere centered on one of the apolar spheres and pointing away from the second apolar species (see Fig.  2 ). The water molecules residing in the hemispheres pOinting towards the second apolar species are considered to form the subset NI (Fig. 2) .
The average binding energy per molecule of the three subsets N s , NB and NI are defined as (4.4) where Ns+NB+Nl =N w , the number of water molecules in the system, and the ensemble average is evaluated as described in Sec. II. It is clear from Table III that the shell molecules are much more strongly bound than the bulk molecules, the difference a «Es) -(Ea» varies with the separation of the two apolar speCies, but it is on the order of 0.5 to 1.0 kcal/mole. Thus it is indeed very surprising that the shell molecules despite having a weak interaction with the apolar species are more strongly bound than the bulk molecules. It is interesting to note that case B in Table III displays a slightly different behavior from the others. This may be due to the fact (noted previously) that the separation ~b for case B corresponds to a comparatively unstable position for the pair of apolar species. The difference a«E s) -(E a» for this case turns out to be much small than in the other three cases, for reasons discussed below.
The row labeled au gives the energy change in water caused by dissolution of a mole of solute; we compute it from (Table III) , in reasonable agreement with the results of Owicki and Sch,eraga. 11 As we have remarked before, case B corresponds to the case when the two apolar species are at an unstable poSition with respect to their potential of mean force. The apolar species therefore make much larger excursions in configuration space in case B than in cases A, C, and D resulting in a less defined hydration shell for the former (case B). We believe it is because of this factor that au for B is much smaller than for AU=-1.1 kcal/mole solute for Ne atoms in water, a value that is significantly different from the above. It is difficult to account for this difference. Perhaps the AU determined in the molecular dynamiCS simulation corresponds to states far from equilibrium. After all, these runs are on the order of 10000 steps. During this time very few hydrogen bonds can be broken. It may take the water molecules in the vicinity of an apolar species considerable time to cool down.
To gain a better understanding of the energetics we report the probability distribution function P k (E k ) for two of the subsets k =S, B. P k (E k ) gives the probability of finding a state where the subset k has a binding energy per particle) Ek in the interval Ek ± AE/2. In Fig. 7 we show PS<E) and PB(E) for the four cases A, B, C, and D. While all the distributions are broad, bell-shaped curves, those for the shell molecules are conSistently narrower and peaked at lower values of E. Also, the curves for the shell molecules are not as smooth as those for bulk molecules because of poorer statistics for the former arising from N s« N B' Again we note the lack of a strong distinction between the bulk and shell molecules for case B. The average values of these functions, (E,,) , have been discussed above [see Eq. (15) and the paragraph following it). Pk(V) gives the probability of a pair of water molecules belonging to the subset k having an interaction energy in the range V + AV /2 to V -A.. V /2. Only nearest neighbor interactions are conSidered, that is, between water molecules whose oxygen atoms are separated by a distance less than 3.50 A. The pair energy V" for the pair (i,j) is considered for P/l(V) only if both (i,j) belong to the same subset k; otherwise it is included in the distribution function Ps-B(V) for molecules comprising the boundary between the Shell and bulk. DistribUtion functions de~ termined in this manner are shown in Fig. 8 . The distribution functions are seen to be broad and asymmetric. The mean values of these functions denoted by (v,,) where k =S, B, S-B respectively denote the shell, or the bulk, or the boundary pairs of molecules, are reported in Table III. The difference between the shell and the bulk pair energies is quite large, in fact, much larger than is suggested by a comparison of the binding energies (E,,) . One explanation of this apparent discrepancy is that the shell molecules do lack one full water-water interaction because of the presence of the apolar species. The distribution function Ps(V) appears to consistently show a forklike structure in the peak, although this is within the statistical noise (as shown in Fig. 8 ).
The pair energy distribution function
In order to get a quantitative feel for the increase in hydrogen bonding in the shell compared to the bulk, a bond energy analysis for the number of hydrogen bonds formed by a molecule was performed. A pair of molecules i and j is deSignated to be hydrogen bonded if the interaction energy Vjj for the pair lies below a preasSigned negative cut-off energy Vo. Just as in the determination of Pk(V) discussed in the preceding paragraph, the analysis for the number of hydrogen bonds was restricted to nearest neighbor molecules. The number of hydrogen bonds formed by each molecule was determined for various values of Va. Then the fraction of molecules nk(m), from the subset k having exactly m hydrogen bonds (m =0, 1,2, ... ), was computed. The resulting fractions {nk(m)} are displayed in Fig. 9 . With a large choice for Va' only very few pairs are counted as being hydrogen-bonded. We see that with such a choice for Va' 1. e., V o = -3. 94, or -4.85 kcal/mole the fraction of molecules with three or more hydrogen bonds is larger for Shell molecules (shown with unshaded rectangles in Fig. 9 ) than for bulk molecules (shaded rectangles). However, with a smaller choice for Va' 1. e., Va =-2.12 or -3. 03 kcal/mole, the bulk molecules engage in a larger number of hydrogen bonds. This is understandable Since the shell molecules have fewer water molecules surrounding them due to the presence of the apolar species. To summarIze, shell molecules engage in stronger hydrogen bonding than bulk. molecules but there is one less water-water interaction at short range for the shell molecules. Rather slmilar conclusions were drawn by Geiger et al. 10 in their study of the hydration of Lennard-Jones spheres. As we pointed out in Ref.
13, the quantity n(m) which is the fraction of water molecules with exactly m hydrogen bonds in a system of pure ST2 water, depends on the boundary condition used in the simulation. Therefore, it is possible that differences on nk(m) between shell and bulk molecules also depend on the boundary condition. Indeed it would be of interest to perform a study similar to one reported with a different boundary condition.
